1. Purpose. This change transmittal provides the pages that reflect changes and additions to the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (commission) Volume of Permanent Rules.

2. Explanation of Change. On May 22, 2019, the commission adopted the amendments to §342.1 and §342.25 without changes to the proposed text as published in the December 28, 2018, issue of the Texas Register (43 TexReg 8558), and therefore, the rules were not republished.

3. Effect of Change. The adopted rulemaking amended 30 Texas Administrative Code Chapter 342 to add the new exemption in House Bill 2582. Additionally, the rulemaking replaced "regulated activity(ies)" with "extraction activity(ies)" throughout the chapter and amended §342.25(e) for consistency with Texas Water Code, Chapter 28A. The adopted rulemaking also includes definitions for "Decorative or artistic uses," "Extraction activities," "Specialty stone," and "Terrazzo-type stone" to improve understanding and enforceability.